Deluxe Welcome Basket |
25cm Keel Toys My First
Teddy
Ref: 427

£75.00
£66.96 ex Vat

The new arrival will be receiving a fair amount of gifts but this huge
wicker basket will stand out from the rest. It contains everything a
newborn needs, along with some premium luxuries it's just nice to
have! The large 25cm soft and cuddly bear - with "My First Teddy"
embroidered on its paw - can be treasured for a lifetime. The velour
lamb comforter will be a favourite at bedtime as will the incredibly
soft large bamboo swaddle. No newborn hamper would be complete
without a slew of other handy everyday accessories including a
hooded bath towel, bandana bib, brush & comb set, scratch mitts,
muslin square, cotton socks and an infant hat. You'll also find
essential baby wipes - containing no chemicals, just 99.9% water
and a drop of fruit extract - perfect for the newborns sensitive skin.
And come bathtime the award-winning and certified organic
shampoo & bodywash will be just the thing to give the little one his
bath. The large basket with handle will make a beautiful keepsake
or storage basket afterwards. And with everything in neutral colours
this is the ideal gift to celebrate the birth of a baby boy or girl arriving to their door hand-tied with ribbon along with your personal
message of congratulations.
Basket Size: 46 x 32 x 32cm (L x W x H)
Keel Toys Supersoft My First Teddy 25cm
Large Bamboo Swaddle - Made from 100% Super Soft Viscose Bamboo, 120cm x 120cm
White Hooded Towel - 100% Cotton
Beaming Baby Organic Shampoo & Bodywash 250ml

AWARD WINNER

Baby Lamb Plush Comforter, 30 x 30cm - White
Bandana Bib - White
Brush and Comb Set - White
Scratch Mitts - White
Newborn Socks - White
100% Cotton Muslin Square 70 x 70cm - White
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Water Wipes - Baby Wipes Made from 99.9% Water (60 Wipes)
Newborn Infants Hat - White

PRESENTED IN A WHITE COTTON-LINED WICKER BASKET WITH HANDLE
BASKET DIMENSIONS - 46 x 32 x 32cm (L x W x H)
GIFT WRAPPED WITH RIBBON BY HAND
PERSONALISED GIFT MESSAGE

Prices correct as of Fri, 24/May/2019. Check our website for the latest prices, availabilty and delivery rates.
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